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Abstract:We study the anomaly induced effects of dense baryonic matter under rotation.
We derive the anomalous terms that account for the chiral vortical effect in the low-energy
effective theory for light Nambu-Goldstone modes. The anomalous terms lead to new phys-
ical consequences, such as the anomalous Hall energy current and spontaneous generation
of angular momentum in a magnetic field (or spontaneous magnetization by rotation). In
particular, we show that, due to the presence of such anomalous terms, the ground state of
the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) under sufficiently fast rotation becomes the “chiral
soliton lattice” of neutral pions that has lower energy than the QCD vacuum and nuclear
matter. We briefly discuss the possible realization of the chiral soliton lattice induced by
a fast rotation in noncentral heavy ion collisions.
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1 Introduction
Understanding of matter under extreme conditions is an important question in quantum
chromodynamics (QCD). Among others, QCD matter under fast rotation has attracted in-
creasing attention. Theoretically, it has been expected that noncentral heavy ion collisions
may produce quark-gluon fluids with very large angular momentum which may lead to
spin polarization of hadrons due to the spin-orbit coupling [1–9]. In fact, recent heavy ion
collision experiments at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) reported an alignment
between the global angular momentum of a noncentral collision and the spin of emitted Λ
hyperons, indicating the generation of the largest vorticity of fluids observed so far [10].
In such relativistic fluids, the anomalous transport phenomena along the vorticity, called
the chiral vortical effect (CVE) [11–18], and a resulting collective mode, called the chiral
vortical wave [19], may be realized [20]. The phases of QCD matter under global rotation
has also been studied based on effective models [21–25] and on the lattice [26].
In this paper, we study the generic and model-independent aspects of low-temperature
and dense baryonic matter under rotation that are tied to the quantum anomalies. Due to
the exactness of (part of) the transport coefficients of the CVE, one can provide stringent
constraints on the low-energy effective theory of QCD. Previously, anomalous terms in
dense matter with background electromagnetic fields were studied [27, 28]. Here, we derive
new anomalous terms that account for the CVE in the effective theory for light Nambu-
Goldstone (NG) modes; see eq. (2.6) for the main result. This may be viewed as the
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“anomaly matching” for CVE. We argue that the presence of these anomalous terms leads
to dramatic new physical consequences, such as the anomalous Hall energy current and
spontaneous generation of angular momentum in a magnetic field or spontaneous magneti-
zation by rotation. In particular, we show that the ground state of QCD under sufficiently
fast rotation becomes the “chiral soliton lattice” of neutral pions that has lower energy
than the QCD vacuum and nuclear matter, similarly to the situation of QCD in a strong
magnetic field [28, 29]. As we will argue, such an exotic state under fast rotation may
potentially be realized in future low-energy heavy ion collision experiments.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we derive the anomaly induced terms
in a rotating matter. In section 3, we consider two-flavor QCD at finite baryon and isospin
chemical potentials under rotation and study its ground state. In section 4, we consider
the physical consequences of the anomalous terms. Section 5 is devoted to discussions.
Throughout this paper, we use the sign convention (+,−,−,−) for the metric tensor.
2 Anomaly matching for chiral vortical effect
We consider QCD with Nf flavors at finite chemical potential and temperature T under
a global rotation Ω.1 In this section, we consider massless quarks (chiral limit). Gener-
ically, there can be more than one chemical potentials, µa, coupled to conserved charges
q¯γ0τaq, where τa (a = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N2f − 1) are the U(Nf) generators with the normalization
Tr(τaτb) = 2δab. In relativistic matter, the axial current j
5
a = 〈q¯γγ5τaq〉 can be generated
at finite chemical potential µa and finite temperature T along the rotation Ω, which is
called the CVE [11–18]. Without a chiral chemical potential, the expression of the CVE is
given by [16–18]
j5a = Nc
(
dabc
µbµc
2π2
+ ba
T 2
6
)
Ω ,
dabc =
1
2
Tr [τa{τb, τc}] , ba = Tr(τa), (2.1)
where Nc is the number of colors.
It is known that the coefficients of the µ and T dependent terms in eq. (2.1) are
respectively related to the chiral anomaly and the gauge-gravitational anomaly [16–18],
and that the coefficient of the µ-dependent term does not receive any renormalization
(while the T -dependent term can when it couples to dynamical gauge fields [30, 31]). This
nonrenormalization is a consequence of the topological nature of the underlying quantum
field theory, similarly to that of the chiral anomaly. Hence, one expects that the CVE
should appear independently of the energy scale involved and the absence/presence of
spontaneous symmetry breaking of the system. In particular, it should be reproduced in
the framework of the low-energy effective theory for NG modes—the chiral perturbation
theory (ChPT). This is analogous to the fact that the chiral anomaly [32, 33] and the
chiral magnetic effect [34, 35] can be reproduced in the ChPT by taking into account the
1We assume the size of the system satisfies R < 1/|Ω| such that the velocity of the boundary is less than
the speed of light.
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Wess-Zumino-Witten term appropriately. In order to look for new terms responsible for
the CVE in the ChPT under rotation, we will rather postulate such a matching without a
rigorous proof in this paper.
Consider a local chiral rotation,
q → e−iθaγ5τaq, (2.2)
with θa = θa(x
µ). Under this transformation, the QCD action changes by the amount,
δSQCD =
∫
d4x(∂µθa)j
5µ
a , (2.3)
where j5µa = q¯γµγ5τaq. Here we used ∂µj
5µ
a = 0 in the chiral limit.
At low energy, on the other hand, the axial current j5µa is carried by a NG mode πa
associated with chiral symmetry breaking. In the low-energy effective theory, this NG
field is expressed by the nonlinear representation, Σ ∼ exp (iπaτa/fpi) with fpi the decay
constant (which we take to be the same for all the NG modes under the SU(Nf) vector
symmetry). Recalling that πa transforms under the chiral rotation (2.2) as
πa → πa + 2fpiθa, (2.4)
the change of the action associated with the rotation (2.2) can be expressed as
δSEFT =
∫
d4x(∂µαa)j
5µ
a , (2.5)
where αa = πa/(2fpi).
Now we require the matching condition δSQCD = δSEFT between eqs. (2.3) and (2.5).
This condition leads to the following new term in the low-energy effective theory:
LEFT = Nc
2fpi
(
dabc
2π2
µbµc +
ba
6
T 2
)
∇πa ·Ω , (2.6)
or
LEFT = − Nc
2fpi
πa
(
dabc
π2
µb∇µc +
ba
3
T∇T
)
·Ω , (2.7)
up to total derivatives.
If πa/(2fpi) is regarded as the θ term, the T -dependent term ∼ θT∇T ·Ω in eq. (2.7)
takes exactly the same form as the thermodynamic analog of the Chern-Simons term that
appears in 3D topological superfluids [36] including the superfluid 3He [37]. However, the
µ-dependent term has eluded in such a context to the best of our knowledge.
As we explained above, the coefficient of the µ-dependent part should not receive any
renormalization and should be exact. On the other hand, the T -dependent part may have
possible renormalization. In the following, we will focus on the cases where this exact
µ-dependent part is relevant. (We will briefly comment on the case where the T -dependent
part is also relevant in appendix A.)
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3 QCD with both µB and µI under rotation
Our discussion so far has been general. In the following, we will consider a more specific
case: two-flavor QCD at finite baryon and isospin chemical potentials, µB and µI, under
rotation. In this case, the µ-dependent anomalous term (2.6) appears for the neutral π0
meson and it is written as2
Lanom = µBµI
2π2fpi
∇π0 ·Ω , (3.1)
Note that the T -dependent term is absent for π0 since b3 = 0.
This term accounts for the angular momentum density, baryon and isospin number
densities in the presence of finite 〈∇π0〉 as
j =
µBµI
2π2fpi
〈∇π0〉 , nB = µI
2π2fpi
〈∇π0〉 ·Ω , nI = µB
2π2fpi
〈∇π0〉 ·Ω , (3.2)
independent of the origin of 〈∇π0〉. (Here and below, j is not to be confused with the vector
current.) Without loss of generality, we take Ω = Ωzˆ and use a cylindrical coordinate
system (r, θ, z) below in this section.
3.1 Chiral limit
We first consider the simplest case that the quarks are massless. The Hamiltonian density
for the neutral π0 at finite µB and µI under rotation is
H = 1
2
[
(∂rπ0)
2 +
1− (Ωr)2
r2
(∂θπ0)
2 + (∂zπ0)
2
]
− µBµI
2π2fpi
Ω∂zπ0 , (3.3)
where we also added the nonanomalous contribution of the global rotation to the kinetic
term. This takes the minimum value,
〈H〉 = − µ
2
Bµ
2
I
8π4f2pi
Ω2 , (3.4)
when 〈∂rπ0〉 = 〈∂θπ0〉 = 0 (for Ωr < 1) and
〈∂zπ0〉 = µBµI
2π2fpi
Ω , or 〈π0〉 = µBµI
2π2fpi
Ωz + const. (3.5)
The angular momentum density, baryon and isospin number densities of this state are
found, using (3.2), as
j =
µ2Bµ
2
I
4π4f2pi
Ω , nB =
µBµ
2
I
4π4f2pi
Ω2 , nI =
µ2BµI
4π4f2pi
Ω2 . (3.6)
In particular, note that nB ≫ nI when µB ≪ µI, which indicates that the rotation can
induce a very large baryon (isospin) susceptibility at high µI (µB).
2The normalization of µI here is chosen such that it matches that of the previous literature including
ref. [38].
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3.2 Finite quark masses: rotation-induced chiral soliton lattice
In the presence of nonzero quark masses, π0 forms a “chiral soliton lattice” (CSL) similarly
to the one found in an external magnetic field B [29]. The Hamiltonian of the π0 sector
with a nonzero pion mass mpi is
H = f
2
pi
2
[
(∂rφ)
2 +
1− (Ωr)2
r2
(∂θφ)
2 + (∂zφ)
2
]
+m2pif
2
pi(1− cosφ)−
µBµI
2π2
Ω∂zφ , (3.7)
where we introduced φ ≡ π0/fpi. Similarly to the case in the chiral limit above, the r and
θ components of the Hamiltonian are minimized when 〈∂rπ0〉 = 〈∂θπ0〉 = 0 for Ωr < 1.
The remaining z component of the Hamiltonian is mathematically equivalent to that at
finite µB in an external magnetic field in ref. [29] by the replacement B → 2µIΩ. Hence,
the ground state (and excited states) of this system can be found using the results already
obtained in ref. [29], which we briefly summarize below.
We will focus on the z component of the Hamiltonian. Then, the equation of motion
is
∂2zφ = m
2
pi sinφ, (3.8)
which can be solved analytically using the Jacobi elliptic function as
cos
φ(z¯)
2
= sn(z¯, k) , (3.9)
where z¯ ≡ zmpi/k is a dimensionless coordinate and k (0 ≤ k ≤ 1) is the elliptic modulus.
This solution suggests the lattice structure with the period,
ℓ =
2kK(k)
mpi
, (3.10)
where K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.
Each unit cell of the lattice carries an angular momentum, baryon and isospin charges
per unit area in the xy plane,3
Jz
A
=
µBµI
π
,
NB
A
=
µIΩ
π
,
NI
A
=
µBΩ
π
. (3.11)
These quantities are topological charges in the sense that they do not depend on the details
of φ(z), but only on their boundary values of the lattice. Interestingly, the last two relations
represent the cross-correlated responses induced by rotation: µI induces NB and µB induces
NI.
By minimizing the total energy of the system at fixed volume with respect to k, one
obtains the optimal k for given µB, µI, and Ω as
E(k)
k
=
µB|µI|Ω
8πmpif2pi
, (3.12)
3We denote the area in the xy plane by A instead of S, as the latter will be used for the entropy later.
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where E(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind. Because E(k)/k ≥ 1, the
condition for the existence of the CSL solution is given by
|Ω| ≥ ΩCSL ≡ 8πmpif
2
pi
µB|µI| . (3.13)
One can also show that, when this condition is satisfied, the CSL has a lower energy than
the QCD vacuum and nuclear matter. In fact, the total energy of the system at a fixed
volume V under the condition (3.12) is given by (see eq. (4.8) of ref. [29]):
Etot
V
= 2m2pif
2
pi
(
1− 1
k2
)
< 0 . (3.14)
Therefore, the CSL is the genuine QCD ground state for |Ω| ≥ ΩCSL (as long as Bose-
Einstein condensation of charged pions does not occur [29]; see appendix B for discussion
about the charged pion condensation under rotation). Note, in particular, that ΩCSL = 0
in the chiral limit where mpi = 0. In this case, nuclear matter would be unstable under an
infinitesimally small rotation.
4 Physical consequences
In this section, we study two physical consequences of the new term (3.1): anomalous Hall
energy current and cross-correlated responses between Ω and B.
4.1 Anomalous Hall energy current
A nontrivial consequence of (3.1) is the generation of the anomalous Hall energy current:
when µB is inhomogeneous under a rotation Ω = Ωrˆ, an energy current is induced in the
direction of ∇µB × rˆ. The Hall coefficient cH is defined as
T 0i = cHǫ
ijk(∂jµB)rˆ
k. (4.1)
To derive cH explicitly, we take into account the effects of the global rotation Ω by
considering a gravitational field whose metric is given by
ds2 = dt2 + 2g0idtdx
i − (dxi)2, (4.2)
with g0i satisfying Ω
i = 1
2
ǫijk∂jg0k. Then, we can compute the energy current by T
0i =
2(δSanom/δg0i) for
Sanom =
µI
2π2fpi
∫
d4x µB∇π0 ·Ω , (4.3)
with µB = µB(x), to obtain
cH =
µI
2π2fpi
(
〈∂zπ0〉+ ∂〈∂zπ0〉
∂Ω
Ω
)
, (4.4)
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where we again take the global rotation in the z direction Ω = Ωzˆ. Note that this is
valid independently of quark masses. Using (3.2), the Hall coefficient above can also be
expressed as the following Strˇeda-type formula:
cH =
(
∂nB
∂Ω
)
µB
. (4.5)
In the chiral limit where the profile of 〈∂zπ0〉 is given by (3.5), the Hall coefficient (4.4)
becomes
cH = 2µBΩ
(
µI
2π2fpi
)2
. (4.6)
In the presence of finite quark masses, the profile of 〈∂zπ0〉 is given by the inhomo-
geneous CSL as we have seen in section 3.2. In this case, it is convenient to define the
average baryon number density,
n¯B ≡ − 1
V
∂Etot
∂µB
= −4m
2
pif
2
pi
k3
∂k
∂µB
, (4.7)
where we used eq. (3.14) in the last equation. By using the relation,
∂k
∂µB
= − k
2µIΩ
8πmpif2piK(k)
, (4.8)
that follows from the condition (3.12), we have
n¯B =
mpiµIΩ
2πkK(k)
. (4.9)
Substituting it to the Strˇeda-type formula (4.5) and using the relation,
∂k
∂Ω
= − k
2µBµI
8πmpif2piK(k)
, (4.10)
that also follows from the condition (3.12), we obtain the average Hall coefficient:
c¯H =
mpiµI
2πk2K(k)2
+
µBµ
2
IE(k)Ω
16π2mpif2pi(1− k2)K(k)3
. (4.11)
4.2 Cross-correlated responses between rotation and magnetic field
Another interesting consequence of the anomalous term (3.1) is the cross-correlated re-
sponses between Ω and B. Remember first that, in the presence of the magnetic field B,
there is an additional anomalous term proportional to ∇π0 · B [28] related to the chiral
magnetic effect.
Let us first consider the chiral limit, where the Hamiltonian under rotation and in a
magnetic field is
H = 1
2
(∇π0)
2 − µB
4π2fpi
∇π0 · (2µIΩ+B) , (4.12)
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where we assumed a sufficiently small global rotation |Ω|r ≪ 1 and ignored its contribution
to the kinetic term. Integrating out π0, we get an effective Hamiltonian of the classical
fields Ω and B, in which the mixing term is given by
Hmix = − µ
2
BµI
8π4f2pi
Ω ·B . (4.13)
This term induces a spontaneous angular momentum density in a magnetic field or a spon-
taneous magnetization density due to rotation,
j = χjBB , m = χmΩΩ , (4.14)
χjB = χmΩ =
µ2BµI
8π4f2pi
. (4.15)
This provides a new example of the cross-correlated responses between Ω and B.
For finite quark masses, the angular momentum density is computed using eqs. (3.14)
and (4.10) as
j ≡ − 1
V
∂Etot
∂Ω
=
mpiµBµI
2πkK(k)
. (4.16)
The susceptibility is then
χjB =
µ2BµIE(k)
32π2f2pi(1− k2)K(k)3
, (4.17)
where we used the relation,
∂k
∂B
= − k
2µB
16πmpif2piK(k)
, (4.18)
which follows by taking the derivative of eq. (4.5) in ref. [29] with respect to B ≡ |B|.
Similarly, we obtain the magnetization,
m ≡ − 1
V
∂Etot
∂B
=
mpiµB
4πkK(k)
, (4.19)
and the susceptibility,
χmΩ =
µ2BµIE(k)
32π2f2pi(1− k2)K(k)3
, (4.20)
which is equal to eq. (4.17).
Note here that the relation χjB = χmΩ is a consequence of the thermodynamic Maxwell
relation: from the identity,
∂
∂Bi
(
∂F
∂Ωi
)
=
∂
∂Ωi
(
∂F
∂Bi
)
, (4.21)
where F is the free energy under rotation and in a magnetic field,
dF = −SdT − nBdµB − j · dΩ−m · dB, (4.22)
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we get χjB = χmΩ independently of the microscopic details.
In the presence of both Ω and B, the condition for the emergence of the CSL solution
for finite quark masses is found from the result of ref. [29] as
µB|2µIΩ+B| ≥ 16πmpif2pi , (4.23)
which reduces to eq. (3.13) in the limit of B = 0.
5 Discussions
Let us discuss the possibility of the realization of the rotation-induced CSL in realistic
systems. To get a rough estimate of ΩCSL in eq. (3.13), we consider a rotating nuclear
matter made up from 19779Au with saturation density n ≈ 0.16/fm3, thus µ0B ≈ 1000 MeV
and µ0I ≈ 10 MeV. In this case, ΩCSL is
Ω0CSL ≈ 6× 103 MeV, (5.1)
where we take fpi ≈ 93 MeV and mpi ≈ 140 MeV. Recalling that the recently measured
vorticity in heavy-ion collisions averaged over the collision energy from 7.7 GeV to 200 GeV
is roughly 10 MeV [10], it seems the above Ω0CSL is unreachable. However, if the low-energy
heavy ion collisions experiments in the future (e.g., the beam energy scan program of the
Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider at BNL, the Nuclotron-based Ion Collider facility at Dubna,
and the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research at Darmstadt) could produce compressed
matter with chemical potentials several times larger than µ0B and µ
0
I , then ΩCSL would be
Ω0CSL ∼ 102 MeV, (5.2)
which may possibly be within the experimental reach as the vorticity at lower energy
collisions would be higher [9]. Of course, the medium created by collisions must be cool
enough so that the temperature is below the critical temperature of the CSL (which is
presumably of the order of QCD scale).
In this paper, we have concentrated on the case at T = 0 (or small T ), and investigation
of the phase diagram at finite T would be desirable in this context. At this moment, we
would like to remark that, as explicitly shown in ref. [40] for the CSL in a magnetic
field, thermal fluctuations do not destroy this one-dimensional lattice structure due to
the explicit breaking of rotational symmetry under global rotation, unlike the situations
previously considered, e.g., in refs. [41, 42].
One remarkable consequence of the appearance of the chiral soliton lattice is its unusual
electromagnetic properties. As argued in ref. [43], the Wess-Zumino-Witten term π0E ·B
leads to the axion electrodynamics (with 〈π0〉 playing the role of the θ term) in this QCD
matter. As a result, photons become gapped or have gapless nonrelativistic dispersion
depending on their helicity [40, 43–45]. It would be interesting to study possible signatures
of such electromagnetic properties in experiments.
Finally, it should be important to theoretically derive the full rotation-induced Wess-
Zumino-Witten-type term without referring to the anomaly matching for the CVE. This
is deferred to future work.
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A Two-flavor color superconductivity under rotation
In the main text, we consider QCD with both µB and µI under rotation. In this appendix,
we consider another example: two-flavor QCD at large µB where two-flavor color super-
conductor (2SC) is realized. As instanton effects are suppressed at sufficiently large µB
[39], the flavor-singlet η meson can also be regarded as a NG mode (in the chiral limit)
associated with the U(1)A symmetry breaking by the diquark condensate. In this case, the
anomalous term (2.6) becomes
Lanom = 1
fη
(
µ2B
π2Nc
+
NcT
2
3
)
∇η ·Ω . (A.1)
Note that both of the µ and T dependent terms above are nonvanishing because Tr[τa] 6= 0
for a flavor-singlet meson η (a = 0). Note also that, as we argued in section 2, the T -
dependent term can, in principle, get a renormalization and its coefficient may not be
exact unlike the µ-dependent term.
Similarly to the discussion in the main text, this term indicates, e.g., a nonzero angular
momentum density in the presence of 〈∇η〉 6= 0 as
j =
1
fη
(
µ2B
π2Nc
+
NcT
2
3
)
〈∇η〉 . (A.2)
B Charged pion condensation under rotation
We consider the stability of the CSL state against the charged pion fluctuation. Following
ref. [29], we start with the chiral action
S =
f2pi
4
∫
d4x
√−gTr
[
(∇µΣ)†∇µΣ+m2pi
(
Σ† +Σ
)]
, (B.1)
where∇µ is the covariant derivative, ∇µΣ = ∂µΣ−iµIδ0µ(τ3Σ−Στ3)/2, g is the determinant
of gµν which is the metric tensor of the rotating frame. In matrix form:
(gµν) =


1−Ω2r2 yΩ −xΩ 0
yΩ −1 0 0
−xΩ 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

 , (B.2)
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where r2 ≡ x2+ y2. Parameterize Σ as Σ = eiτ3φU with U a new unitary matrix for which
we choose the following form:
U =
√
1− pi
2
f2pi
+
iτ · pi
fpi
. (B.3)
Substituting Σ and U to eq. (B.1) and keeping terms up to second order in pi, we obtain
S ≈
∫
d4x
[
gµν∂µπ
+∂νπ
− + i∂zφ
(
π+∂zπ
− − π−∂zπ+
)− ig0µµI(π+∂µπ− − π−∂µπ+)
+(µ2I −m2pi cosφ)π+π−
]
+
∫
d4x
[
1
2
gµν∂µπ0∂νπ0 + g
µνfpi∂µφ∂νπ0 − 1
2
m2pi cosφπ0
]
,
(B.4)
where π± ≡ (π1 ± iπ2)/
√
2. Due to the anomaly matching, an additional action should be
added which affects only the π0 sector:
Sanom =
µBµI
2π2fpi
∫
d4x Ω ∂zπ0 . (B.5)
We will focus on the charged pions. The dispersion relation of π+ is given by the
following equation,[
(∂t − iΩLz − iµI)2 − ∂2r −
1
r
∂r − ∂
2
θ
r2
]
π+ +Ozπ
+ = 0 , (B.6)
where Lz = −ix∂y + iy∂x = −i∂θ and Oz = −∂2z − 2i(∂zφ)∂z +m2pie−iφ. As Lz commutes
with other operators, we can write the solution as
π+ = e−iωteilθf(r)g(z), (B.7)
with l the orbital angular momentum. Let λ be the eigenvalue of Oz. We obtain[
∂2r +
1
r
∂r − l
2
r2
+ (ω + lΩ+ µI)
2 − λ
]
f(r) = 0 . (B.8)
The effect of rotation is to introduce a l dependent chemical potential for charged pions.
As the system is rotating, it must be finite in the plane transverse to the rotating axis.
Assume the system is confined in a cylinder with radius R with the Dirichlet boundary
condition,
f(R) = 0. (B.9)
If (ω + lΩ + µI)
2 − λ ≤ 0, there is no solution to satisfy the boundary condition. Thus
(ω + lΩ+ µI)
2 − λ > 0. Then the solution is a Bessel function:
f(r) = Jl (p⊥r) , (B.10)
– 11 –
where p⊥ is determined by the boundary condition, p⊥ = ξ
n
l /R, with ξ
n
l the nth zero of
Jl(x). Thus we have
ω = ±
√
λ+ p2⊥ − µI − lΩ. (B.11)
Let us look at the particle branch corresponding to the plus sign in the above expression.
We seek for the condition for pion condensation. If the lowest ω is smaller than zero, the
π+ will condense. This gives (note that |p⊥| > |lΩ| as ξnl > |l|)√
λ+ (ξ1l /R)
2 − µI − lΩ < 0. (B.12)
First, let us consider the chiral limit, mpi = 0. In this case, φ is a linear function of z
and thus
λ = p2z +
ΩµBµI
π2f2pi
pz =
(
pz +
ΩµBµI
2π2f2pi
)2
− (ΩµBµI)
2
4π4f4pi
. (B.13)
Thus the condition to have pion condensation is
(ξ1l /R)
2 <
(ΩµBµI)
2
4π4f4pi
+ (µI + lΩ)
2. (B.14)
The above condition shows that if µI/(4πfpi) is sufficiently small (µI/(4πfpi) is required
to be small to make the low-energy effective theory applicable), there can not be pion
condensation. On the other hand, if Ω = 0, the critical µI for the pion condensation is
given by µI > ξ
1
l /R; the rotation thus catalyzes the occurrence of the pion condensation
as at finite Ω the critical µI is lowered [46].
Second, we consider the case away from the chiral limit. We need to solve the eigenvalue
problem,
Ozπ
+ = λπ+, (B.15)
with Oz = −∂2z − 2i∂zφ∂z + m2pie−iφ. (What we need is actually the lower bound of λ.)
This has been done in ref. [29] and one can find that the bottom of λ is given by
minλ = −m
2
pi
k2
(
2− k2 +
√
1− k2 + k4
)
, (B.16)
where k is determined through eq. (3.12). Therefore, we determine the bottom of ω as
minω = min
l
√
(ξ1l )
2
R2
− m
2
pi
k2
(
2− k2 +
√
1− k2 + k4
)
− lΩ− µI . (B.17)
The condition that minω > 0 together with eq. (3.13) determines the parameter region in
which the CSL is stable.
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